SCIENTISTS ELECT IDAHO PROFESSOR ASSOCIATION HEAD

Dr. A. J. Kestel, Physics Instructor, Named President of Order

MET IN SPOKANE
School sends Big Delegation to Annual Session of Organization

The shields of Dr. A. J. Kestel, of physics, of the University of Idaho, have been propped up the last few weeks. On the shield, where he is appointed president of the Idaho Professors Association. Elected at the second annual meeting of the organization, held in Spokane recently, are Professor F. S. Beal, of the University of Idaho, for president; Professor A. B. Lamb, of the University of Washington, for vice-president; and Professor W. A. N. P. St. John, of the University of Washington, for secretary-treasurer.


doctor Kelly spends vacation addressing south idaho audiences

CHRISTMAS MEETING OF THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO MEETING IN RAYSVILLE

Christmas meeting of the University of Idaho was held in Raysville, Idaho, last week. Dr. T. J. Fox, of the University of Idaho, was the speaker. 
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PRE-INVENTORY SALE!

Our Entire Stock of Clothing, Shoes and Dry Goods
On Sale at Greatly Reduced Prices

$3.50 suits with 2 pairs of pants, Sale price...
$28.00

Can't But 'Em Campen Socks, Sale price...
$1.50

MEN'S OXFORDS, BLACK AND TAN
$2.50 oxford, sale price...
$0.90

SALE CLOSES SATURDAY, JANUARY 12TH

Oberg Bros. Co.

WELCOME BACK! If you're in need of good Shoe Repairing see us at the Community of Shop and... JANTZEN SHOE SHOP

JUST REAL GOOD WORK

FRAMING PICTURES of Campus Views

The newest in photography is the Ektachrome Enlargement, with all the softness and beauty of a steel etching. We have framed pictures of all Group Houses and Buildings in this finish.

Prices Reasonable

Hodgkin's Drug Store
Member: Master Photo Finishers of America
SOCIETY

Tropical disposition are the partaking of a number of impressions on the subject. The recent trip to Mexico, for example, was a revelation to many. The colorful costumes, the bustling bazaars, the friendly people—all contributed to a feeling of excitement and adventure.

On the whole, the trip to Mexico was a success. The weather was beautiful, the food was delicious, and the people were friendly. The only drawback was the language barrier, but this was easily overcome with the help of friendly locals.

In conclusion, the recent trip to Mexico was a great success. The group had a wonderful time and returned home with a newfound appreciation for the culture and beauty of this vibrant country.
VANDAL QUINTET SCAMPS AFTER WINNING FOUR

Coach Dan's Crew Open Season In Splendid

McMillan Leads Trio in Whispering Spokesmen and Ellisburg Normal

Only winning the first four games in the series held for the Christmas vacation, the Vandal quintet is off to an excellent start. The team, composed of the better players from the high school and Ellisburg Normal, had its first game of the season on January 3rd.

OCEAN ELEVEN WINS IN HAWAII

Webbster Takes Pair of Games Over the Tropical Is. During Holidays

The University of Oregon played over the tropical is. during the Christmas vacation. The games were won by the University of Oregon, who scored 25 points and defeated the Sydney University 35-12.

EIGHTEEN AWARDED FOOTBALL LETTERS

Burghfi, Brindal, Bertsin to Receive Awards From W. C. Vanderslug

Burghfi, Brindal, and Bertsin were awarded official football letters by the University of Oregon. The letters were presented on January 4th.

FRESHMEN HOOP SQUAD WORKS HARD

McMillan Leads Trio in Whispering Spokesmen and Ellisburg Normal

The freshmen basketball team, composed of the better players from the high school and Ellisburg Normal, had its first game of the season on January 3rd.

Clearance Prices All Over the Store

Party Dresses
Campus Dresses
Silk Honorary
Party Slippers
Shoes

COKE

Overcoats
Tuxedos
Suits
Shirts
Ties

DABDS

Yellow Triangle Sale Closes
Saturday Night Drastic Price Reductions in every Department
Come and See!

TAXI

from office to campus
Only 10c
BLUE CAB
DIA.50
BLUE CAB CO.

MOSCOW MAID
BREAD
tho-baked
ELECTRIC BAKERY

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Campus Barber Shop
O. J. (Pat) MAURER, Proprietor

THEY'RE HERE

THE NEW BOSTONIANS for SPRING

New styles, new leathers, new colors in one of the best shoe shops.

SEE THEM—try them on—you too will realize their superior value and excellent styling.

Smooth, faultless finishing makes them the perfect shoe.

Boyd's
On Third Street—Good Clothes

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE

First Trust & Savings Bank
Strong and Accommodating

THE DAILY ARGUS—TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1935

Lights that Fill the Skies with Commerce

Till the air map of America is now in the making—on

Two years ago, there were 218 miles of road routes with two sections, stop-to-day, a network of sky roads bridges the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.

Can you imagine this growth without electricity—without illuminated airports—without traffic lines shielded with electric beacon?

Men of vision are building for increasing traffic of the air. Just as electricity is helping to conquer the air, the land, and the sea to-day, so to-morrow it will lead to greater accomplishments in aviation and in every human activity.